Cassi Pittman Claytor, Climo Junior Professor, Acting Co-Director of African & African American Studies Minor, Department of Sociology
Designed and orchestrated a national study of retail racism sponsored by Sephora.

Kevin Inouye, Assistant Professor, Department of Theater
Currently working as Fight Coordinator on a local series "Misfired"

Lydia Kisley, Warren E. Rupp Assistant Professor, Department of Physics
Organizational board member of the annual Gibbs Society of Biological Thermodynamics. In October 2020 chaired organization of the remote poster session of 84 presenters with more than 100 attendees over two nights.

Research in Kisley lab featured on Cleveland's Channel 19 "Women in STEM interview series" with Kelly Dobeck. Video available.

Teaching a new course PHYS 330/430 – Experimental Methods in Biophysics. The current class has 18 students from five different departments.

Kelly McMann, Professor, Department of Political Science
Researched and wrote for the democracy-support organization International IDEA the report "Democratic Components and Practices and COVID-19 Outcomes" with School of Medicine Professor Daniel Tisch

Produced for IDEA the report “Democracy, Governance, and Population Health: An Evaluation of Research”

Peter Yang, Associate Professor, Department of Modern Languages and Literatures
Session Chair, “Clean & Affordable Energy” at the Fourth IAFOR International Conference on